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Global emissions comparison


Depa

Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, 2011, Securing a Clean Energy Future:
The Australia Government's Climate Change Plan, Figure 2.1, p. 12.

Australia’s emissions profile

Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, 2011, Securing a Clean Energy Future: The
Australia Government's Climate Change Plan, Figure 2.2, p. 13.
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Physical and geographic challenges










Australia is the driest and most vulnerable
inhabited continent in the world – both
adaptation and mitigation are essential.
Agricultural yields and food security
Biodiversity loss
Energy security
Extreme events (bushfires, cyclones, droughts,
floods, infectious diseases)
Sea level rise and coastal erosion
Water security (Murray Darling Basin)

Political and regulatory challenges









The current political environment is highly
uncertain, and is hindering investment in
infrastructure and new technologies.
There is a focus on mitigation, not adaptation.
There has been significant under-investment in
the energy grid, which has resulted in barriers to
adopting new technologies.
There is a divide between urban and regional
areas, and protectionism in relation to farmers
(leading to inefficiencies and a failure to adapt).
A brain drain of talent is possible.
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Political and regulatory strengths


Clean Energy Future legislative package
introduced into Federal Parliament on 13
September 2011.




The aim is to introduce a carbon price by 1 July 2012.

Carbon Farming Initiative legislative package
was passed in August 2011.


The legislation will establish a domestic carbon
offsets scheme, and is intended to link with the carbon
price.

Business challenges








Federalism
Vested interests
Energy intensity of the grid
Regulatory uncertainty
Fossil-fuel based transport system
Distance
Car-dependent city planning
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Business strengths




NGERs Act and system
EEO Act
State government support

Technological challenges
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Technological challenges














Lack of finance for technology development….
Takes time and requires “patient capital”
Australia has a shallow pool of capital for investment in EARLYSTAGE technologies
Renewable energy technology development and deployment carries
additional risks and complications….
Lack of sophisticated, reliable resource generation forecasting
methodologies
Lack of long-term market data as basis for risk assessment
High initial capex + long project development and repayment
timeframes
Secure, long-term, competitively –priced electricity off-take
arrangements – the National Electricity Market
Reduced risk appetite, heightened insolvency risk and increase in
the cost of capital due to GFC and ongoing uncertainty in financial
markets
Political risk

Optimal resources not correlated with
population and grid access
Some of the best renewable energy – especially solar - resources in
Australia are often remote from population centres and the grid. The grid is
unique in the world, about 6 000+km long and with low levels of meshing.

This means that grid issues and
grid integration are key issues
for large scale renewable
energy development in
Australia.
Presentation
by Dr Mike Sargent – Italian PV Summit 2011
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Technological strengths






Outstanding and largely untapped renewable
energy resources: wind, hydro, solar,
geothermal, biofuels, wave / tidal, nuclear (?)
World-class research and innovation expertise
An entrepreneurial culture
Stable business environment, flexible capital
markets and robust legal system should be
conducive to commercial funding for technology
development – IF we can minimize political and
regulatory risk

Comments and questions
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